
-

Conditional distributions -

...
>

iwireexamples2) where y-Unife
2x

· X,D-Unof (unitdisc) => x 1--Unif(-FT2, Fiz)
· General def:

Ref let X be a riv. and FCIbe a T-algebra. Consider

u(B,w):=b()X=B15),E(1x=3(E)(w) FBG B.
or all coexcept

If u(.,w) is a prof, measure on B(R) for allwar
act of zero.

S

we call ittheadistribution
ofX on E.

↑

random measure

Arv. with distribution u(B,w) is denoted X15. (X if E=w).

(cinaldensity) If(x,i) has density Ax,y(x,y), then XY has density

fxx(xy) =E, mOR, whenever y=y.

&marginal)density=jfx, (2,3) da
Roof.fxy(oly) is indeed a density by (totalintegral=1)
-

·It remains to check that X B= B((R)

↳ fx,dr IE(Asxen (NM)] a.s. (inY)
STERS for some ReB((R)

def of condexp.
-E((fxy(x,dn) (r) =((4(xx31r =2(1)

&( fxix(x,y)da)f, 13)dy,4x = B, Y=R3

"Me f(x,y) andig. Yes! D.

O

Remark I fxy= ontinuous
version"of PIEI)=A

-

Allows toanevents [Y=y30e00

"Continuous"version of LP:fxk)=fxiy(aie) fu, (2)dy;Bayes: fxxt, etc.
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REGULARNALDISTRIBUTIONS /SKIPPED-

· Unfortunately, M(.,w) in Def p. 153 may not
be a prob.meas a.s. *

idea of an example:destroy the LHS for setB=Br *wer)
S LaS is nota prob, measureAc. -
· Nevertheles:

TM(Galdistributions) let X be a riv. and FCI be a ralgebra.

Then F BE B(IR),Twe =>M(B,w) such that:

(i) Twtc, u(,w) is a probability measure
on B(R)

(ii) B.+B(R), M(B,) is a version of E(1xxB315]↑
i.e. agree

as.

M(.) is called aMernel.

P. rek, consider
F(r,w) ==7 version of E(1(x-r315) (w) (0)

Then I "nice" setAs with PCA)= 1 such that we Awe
have:

C(x) F(r,a) <F(s,c) OrsinQ (ACB = E(AAIE]= EBIE] a.s.

** F(r++,w) -> F(rw) FreQ (conditional monotone convergence that

(***) A(m,c) - x, F(-n,w)
-0 (same)

· For WeA, extend (o) to R bydefining
F(x,w) =

=inf[F(r,c): rxx) XxE(R. N(0,1)
(00)

For WA, letI be some fixed calf, e.g. F(x,w):=(n) Fee.
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SIIPPED
· (x),(xx) =>f(x) in 100) agrees with (o) on all rational m,

is right-continuous, monotone and has correctemit (0/1)

=>F).,w) is a CDF Fwel.

->I prob, measure uC,,w) with cdf F(.,w).

It remains to prove (ii), i.e. toshow that FB
-B(R):

(a) M(B,.) is E-measurable

(b) (=M(B,w) dP(a) =E(( x=B34] F Fe I. (A)

(a) The family P:=(Be B:M(B,.) is E-measurable) is a system

M(,w) is a pob,meaure

(u(,Bi,w) ,M(B:,w). If each function in RIS isable
=>their sum isruble I

and contains all intervals (-x,7,5oQ by (0)

Dynkin's H-x theorem -> P > + ((-0,r): r=R) =B(IR).

(6) Fix F FEF.

Each side of (*) defines a prob. measure as a function of B,

and the equation holds for
AB = (-x,r), r=Q -

(us =[F(r,w)dP(w) E(A(x-3Ar))
->by the uniquenes

of measures, (A) holds * B* B(R). i
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EXPONENTIAL DISTRIBUTION
-
~

EXX=time of the firstcall ata police station after midnight.
- I Distribution of X?
1.11I

Taf F(a) = P(X<n.3 =? 0
=
x/n

Divide (0,2) inton intervals
of length aln.

↑ (call during a given interval) =x. (proportional
tothe length)

of the interval

=>P4X>a3 =P(nocall in 10,2)} * coefficientof proportionality
=Pino call in any of the intervals)

- Xx
=(1 - x) -e as n+ to

Thus, P(X>x.3 =e-
xx

!
a) I

↓

Det A r.x. Xhas the exponential distribution with parameter is if

P(XDx) =eide, so

Notation: X-Exp(X). Theparameters is called the rate
-

x?0
· pdf:f(x) =in(1 - e-

+x) =2e*, aso
· EX=Sxetdr=E), var(x)=i) (D1)

· Exponential distribution is usedto model waitingtimes-

(lifetime of iPhone, time until nextcustomer arrives, etc.)
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↳(property) X-Exp(x) satisfies

P(x>t+s/x x t3 =P(X> s3 Ys,to

↑ pwatts minutes 3P(waits more minutes)
-

- x(t+3
1 (us ===e-=Ruy

def

· i.e. XwExp(X) =>X- t(x2t -Exp(x)

·ExLetX:rExp(ei), i =1,2, be independent Kaff*e-↓ -x,x

(a) P(x - 1Xn3
=E(X,exz(x) =Ex, (e

-

xx) =seam I

(6) min(X,Xz) wExp(x, +x2)
indep

!min(X,X) t3 =9x,zt, X+tezt =e-xtet)
induction= O ~ min (Xe, ..., Xn) -Exp(i,t ... +xa) (Min-stability)

-
-

- You arrive ata post officehaving I devices; both are busy,no line.
You enter the service when either dark becomes free.

The service times ofdecks are Exp(in), Exp(in)I Find he expectedendinthe office.
-Ri = =remaining service time of the customer

with eterni

~Exp(xi) by memoryless property.
S:=your service time. T=min(R1,R) +S -

ET
=EmRn) +IES =xz +ES.

~Exp(x,+xe) (Ex 18)

x,+xzEs =eRz).e

3/4 ~Yx, -
->
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Ex)distribution) X-Geom(p)

of X =# of the firstsuccess in independenttrials (each-success
with prob.p).

SFS FFS FFFS

· 1X =1.p +2(1-p)P +3(1-p)p +4(1-p)p+... = (check!)

-

· Alternative computation:

Condition on 1st trial, use 1.T.E:

E(x) =E(x1S).P(S)+ E(X).P(E)e
--p ↑ 1-P

/
XF =x+ 1 in

distribution:

C after 2 failure, theexperimentresets. (
->E(XIF) =1+ E/x]

=>E(x) =p + (1 +E(X))(1 -p). solving yielels

E(x) =b

memoryler (Chack!)

Ex the only memoyless
rowwith continuous distr. is Expl.) nur

-

the
only memoyless or with discrete distr. is Geom(.)
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x(upsproblem)

What isthe expected number of coupons one needs tocollectI before obtaining a complete collection of all a types of compons?
/Assume:each time one obtains a coupon,

itis equally likely
to be one of types)

where

· X =xp+X,7 ... +Xn- 1

Xi =#additional coupons (after
i typeshave been collected)

inorderto obtain a new type.
X

x2 -xne ... --
↓I I I I Iwait wait wack

O 1st 2
und

3
od with

E(X) =E(X) +E(X,) + .- +E(Xn).

· Xiw? After i coupons have been collected,

each coupon we
obtain is of a new type with probability
pi= irEwere

e

Hence X, WGeom(Pi) =>E(Xi)=b

·E(x) =b +++* itt)
· Asymptotic analysis:It)"=enk)! =Iu(n)k=1

> tneun Logarithmic oversampling.
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